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China lifts world’s confidence
in post-pandemic recovery
Liu Guangyuan says nation will work with all to create and
share growth opportunities for peace and development

A

mid the fluid landscape of
the world and the resurgence of sporadic COVID-19
cases at home, China’s economy still grew by 2.5 percent
in the first half of 2022, and
in the second quarter in
particular, its GDP bucked downward pressure and remained in positive territory with a
steady growth momentum. The hard-won outcomes testify that the Chinese government has
sufficient policy tools to meet challenges, and
that China will continue to drive the global
recovery as the fundamentals of its strong economic resilience, great potential and long-term
improvement stay unchanged.
China is people-centered when developing its economy. “People first” is the fundamental principle of China’s economic policy.
In the face of the COVID-19 flare-ups, China
has managed well both the virus control and
economic development. Under the dynamic
zero-COVID policy, the epidemic’s impact
on the economy has been diminished while
people’s rights to life and development have
been protected.
China has eliminated abject poverty and
become a moderately prosperous society in all
respects with a per capita GNP of more than
$10,000. It is focusing on the all-around development of people and seeking common prosperity so as to make the fruits of development
reach everyone.
On the contrary, some countries are
obsessed with money politics and finger-pointing in the name of “democracy” and “human
rights”, put the value of stocks above people’s
lives, and sit idly by as capital chases profits
excessively, and the rich-and-poor chasm keeps
widening. Such a development model is totally
upside down and is not “for the people” at all.
China is innovation-driven when pursuing high-quality development. The 14th
Five-Year Plan (2021-25) states that China will
seek high-quality economic growth. In recent
years, China has been implementing the innovation-driven strategy, accelerating industrial
transformation and upgrading, improving the
ecosystem, and nurturing new industries and
new growth drivers.
China has stepped onto a new stage of highquality development. In the first half of this
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year, the added values of high-tech manufacturing and information technology services
increased by 9.6 percent and 9.2 percent
respectively year-on-year, and electricity generated by clean energy grew by 12.8 percent.
In the future, China will continue to promote technological and institutional innovation, accelerate self-reliance at higher levels,
advance the stability and competitiveness of
the industrial and supply chains, and contribute to stronger, greener and healthier global
development.
Any attempt to restrain China’s technological innovation, to suppress China’s industrial
development, and to thwart the Chinese
people’s efforts to create a better life will fall
flat and backfire.
China pursues win-win cooperation
when opening wider to the outside world.
Today, in a world faced with combined impacts
of the pandemic and major changes both
unseen in a century, a few countries insist on
building “small yard, high fence” and fishing
for self-interests. Economic globalization is
therefore facing stronger headwinds, and economic recovery comes under severe challenges.
Standing at a crossroads, China is fostering a
new development pattern, deepening openingup with high standards, building a marketoriented and law-based business environment
compatible with global rules, and pursuing
mutual benefit.
International investors have cast their “vote
of confidence” in China’s economy. In the first
six months of the year, the total volume of
China’s imports and exports of goods jumped
9.4 percent, and the amount of used foreign
capital rose 17.4 percent.
China has also adopted a host of measures
to stabilize foreign trade and global investment. For instance, it held the second China

International Consumer Products Expo days
ago, and is preparing for the fifth China International Import Expo. China will continue to
share dividends of China’s opening-up with the
world and create a better life for people in all
countries.
Facts have proved that protectionism cannot protect oneself. Only when countries work
together to build an open world economy can
they achieve development and prosperity.
The road to wisdom runs through hardship.
Under the strong leadership of the Communist
Party of China, China has embarked on a new
journey of fully building a modern socialist
country, which provides an engine for economic development and a shield against internal
and external risks.
The world economic recovery needs China,
and global investors also value China. The negative impact China’s economy is facing is only
temporary and limited, and China is fully confident and capable of achieving stable, healthy
and sustainable economic development.
As many international observers put it, China is writing a “new development story” and
will continue to boost world economic growth.
Hong Kong has the strong backing of the
motherland and is connected with the world.
President Xi Jinping pointed out that Hong
Kong’s unique position and advantages must
be maintained. Hong Kong, as a city reborn
for new glories, needs to seize the opportunities brought about by national development,
align itself with national strategies such as the
Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay
Area and high-quality Belt and Road cooperation, and give better play to its role as a bridge
and window connecting the mainland and the
world.
By integrating into the overall national
development, Hong Kong can at once achieve
its own better development, help the country
build a new paradigm of opening-up, and create opportunities for international stakeholders.
What lies ahead for China’s economy is a
brighter future. China will work together with
all parties to create and share growth opportunities for a world of peace and development.
The views do not necessarily reflect those of
China Daily.

UN panel’s unfounded statement on HK appalling

T

he United Nations Human Rights
Committee issued a statement
concerning the implementation
of the National Security Law for
Hong Kong in 2020. The European External
Action Service echoed the statement with no
further investigation the next day. To the 1.4
billion Chinese on the mainland and many
Hong Kong residents, the public statement
was appalling and uninformed. It was appalling because condemning a vibrant city amid
peacetime seemed as though the European
Union was picking petty fights to divert attention from domestic gaffes. It was uninformed
because ideological debates took precedence
over fundamental facts.
In any country save for unstable ones mired
in eternal turbulence, it is a given that patriots
take the helm. It only makes sense that people
who love their country and citizens make decisions that align with the best interest of the
majority. Majoritarianism is integral to democracy in form and figure despite the two ideas
being incongruent. Even in the West, political
factions go to great lengths to achieve the best
interests of the constituents they represent
while dreaming up a better country to live in.
For instance, in the United States, Republicans
and Democrats tussle for influence in Congress to drive policies that they believe would
make America a better place. In the United
Kingdom, Tories sniff betrayal from Scottish
politicians who are poised to trigger a second
referendum for independence from the union.
In Spain, any dialogue related to Catalonian
independence is widely regarded as secession.
Fundamentally, political discourse happens
under the overarching principle of patriotism.
Since the conception of the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region, muddied terms
in the Sino-British Joint Declaration lent to a
mainstream interpretation painted by Western
media that over time strayed farther from the
framework of territorial sovereignty — the sine
qua non of “one country, two systems”. The
Chinese government has hitherto honored the
declaration to its fullest. For a quarter of a century, Hong Kong maintained its own judicial
system and governmental apparatus. Legisla-
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tive procedures and privacy rules across the
border can be no further disparate. Matters as
pedestrian as the steering wheel being placed
on opposite sides of a car reflect systematic
idiosyncrasies on both sides.
In fact, Hong Kong has enjoyed a much
wider degree of debate on issues pertaining
to the well-being of people. A broad stroke of
issues that bedevil global citizens remains to
be solved — economical stagflation, uncontainable healthcare expenditures fueled partially
by an aging population, food and water stability against the backdrop of climate change,
terrorist attacks, and so on. Ask any wayfarer
by the curb: Pragmatic politicians who strive
to move the needle in any aspect that improves
citizens’ lives deserve to stand in elections
and hold office. In the same vein, were the
turncoats who hijack the political system and
obstruct social progress meant to benefit Hong
Kong residents allowed to be in the driver’s
seat, wreckage would be sure to ensue. The
riots in 2019 were a case in point. Gaslighting,
browbeating, stone throwing, flame bombing
— none is missed by the people of Hong Kong.
The National Security Law (NSL) for Hong
Kong then becomes an overdue framework to
protect the people. By incentivizing the public
to choose worthy politicians and penalizing
mutually destructive behavior, the law has
proved successful. Loopholes are plugged. No
longer can defectors promulgate fringe beliefs
to hold the region hostage. Taxpayer funds
earmarked for social spending on improving
public welfare received the long-awaited green
light. The streets are once again safe for circumambulation.
Western powers have in the recent few years

jointly framed any policy made by the Chinese
government as a violation of human rights.
They derided the NSL as an infringement of
personal freedom when the law created more
space for conversation around well-being matters that most citizens hold dear. Critics who
reside elsewhere are poorly informed of how
discourse on social progress emerged to be
more constructive since the enactment of the
NSL. Aspiring politicians joined the fray in the
latest Legislative Council election, the first held
since the electoral reforms. One bill proposing
to abolish the use of the accrued benefits of
employers’ mandatory contributions under the
Mandatory Provident Fund was finally passed
in the Legislative Council after some grandiloquent fire sparks between employee- and
employer-backed factions. The floor is open to
debates that run the gamut from increasing
apartment supplies to reopening borders for
tourism. As long as one valiantly fights for the
betterment of Hong Kong people, anything
goes. Fringe politicians portray Hong Kong
as a dystopian gulag abounding with human
rights abuses. Malcolm Clarke produced a
series of documentaries that chronicled some
self-labeled democratic warriors wrecking public amenities and assaulting innocent bystanders. This was contrary to the narrative proposed by mainstream Western media, which
depicted rioters as freedom crusaders.
The West tried to tamper with African politics in a similarly haughty manner. Western
politicians failed to make meaningful shifts
in advancing social good on the continent not
despite but because of a weak grasp of the
fundamental issues that beset locals. They are
bent on repeating history in Asia. Alas, many
politicians choose to profit from the tailwinds
of nationalist agendas in their countries. Bashing China befits their image and purpose. To
truly uphold basic human rights and the perpetual improvement of such — food, medicine
and shelter — it is high time for the West to
leave with Hong Kong people the liberty to
develop and prosper.
The views do not necessarily reflect those of
China Daily.

Pragmatism should lead
to improvement in
Sino-British relations

F

ollowing the resignation of
Boris Johnson as head of the
Conservative Party, the next
prime minister of Britain
should prepare for inheriting a protracted economic downturn brought
about by the COVID-19 pandemic and
the current cost-of-living crisis, as well
as a looming recession and the longterm economic degeneration activated
by a hard Brexit. Brendan O’Leary, an
expert on UK politics, argues that the
question now is whether any of Johnson’s potential successors will have the
courage to tell the public that Brexit is,
and will remain, a slow-moving catastrophe.
Diplomatically, a weakened UK,
which has become more dependent
on the US post-Brexit, needs to strike a
balance between the American push for
strengthening a US-dominated strategic partnership with its junior partner,
and the pull of tremendous economic
opportunities offered by China in terms
of trade and investment. Any attempts
by the next prime minister to move
closer to China will positively affect
British policy toward Hong Kong.
When then-British prime minister
Theresa May negotiated for a Brexit
deal, she pinned her hope on a softBrexit proposal known as the “Chequers deal”. Relying on the moderate
Chequers deal, she supported the
maintenance of close economic links
between Britain and the EU. But the
proposal was rejected by hardline
supporters of the “leave” camp within
her own party who opposed keeping
so many EU laws and regulations in
place. They argued that the soft-Brexit
deal would enable the EU to continue
to intrude into every aspect of national
life.
In late 2019, Johnson replaced May
as the new prime minister. He tragically pushed the British economy to the
edge of a long-term decline by locking
the UK into a hard exit from the EU.
A “hard Brexit” means a complete exit
from the EU. As a result, Britain is no
longer a part of the EU’s single market
and customs union. The foremost
impact is that British goods that flow
into other EU countries will attract a 10
percent tax. Future trading agreements
with the EU will be conducted on the
basis of a free trade agreement.
There has been an overwhelming
agreement among economists that
leaving the EU would adversely affect
the British economy in the medium
and long terms. In October 2021, the
UK government’s Office of Budget
Responsibility calculated that Brexit
would cost 4 percent of GDP annually over the long term, i.e., around 32
billion pounds ($38.9 billion). In fact,
many companies have shifted assets,
offices or operations out of Britain since
the Brexit referendum. It may take a
couple of years for Britain to repair its
political relations with the EU.
According to economist Paul Krugman, the assertion by the “leave” camp
that leaving the single market and customs union might increase UK exports
to the rest of the world is wrong. He
estimated the costs of Brexit might be
around 2 percent of GDP. To cite an
example, Brexit supporters wrongfully
exaggerate the trading opportunities
offered by Commonwealth partners.
Post-Brexit, Britain is actively pursuing
free trade agreements with Commonwealth partners. But the Commonwealth just accounted for 9.1 percent
of the UK’s total trade in 2019. Furthermore, economists have highlighted the
adverse effects of Brexit on London’s
status as an international financial
center.
There are also deepening concerns
about the deteriorating Sino-British
relations under the Johnson administration. From the UK’s interference
in Hong Kong affairs and the banning
of Huawei and CGTN to its Xinjiangrelated sanctions and recent accusations of a “Uygur genocide”, many
British observers get the impression
that the sour Sino-British relations
have reached a point of no return. Even
Rishi Sunak, who is tipped to become
the next prime minister, has focused on
the national security “threat” posed by
China in the Tory leadership debate.
But whoever comes to power will,
sooner or later, adopt interest-based
pragmatism, flexibility and an adherence to liberalism, free trade and mul-
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tilateralism as the guiding principles of
British foreign policy toward China. In
July 2016, then-chancellor of the exchequer Philip Hammond confirmed that
Britain would like to cement its trading
relationship with China in the postBrexit era. It is worth noting that Johnson has also signaled London’s resolve
to continue engaging with Beijing in
spite of Britain’s seemingly tense relationship with China. In a recent speech,
former prime minister Tony Blair has
raised his opposition to decoupling
with China.
In actual fact, every country puts its
own national interests at the center of
its diplomacy. In spite of its special relationship with the US, Britain has found
itself buried in controversy by being
the first major Western country to recognize the People’s Republic of China
in 1950. Another controversial move
was the decision by Britain to ignore
American objections and sign up to the
China-led Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank. Britain’s early enthusiasm
for China’s Belt and Road Initiative, its
assistance in promoting the internationalization of the renminbi, and its
past role within the EU in helping curb
anti-Beijing protectionism by other EU
member states have not escaped the
attention of some Chinese scholars specializing in British politics.
In addition to the above controversial moves by Britain to engage with
the main competitor of its senior partner, the Suez crisis of 1956 reminds us
that there is no eternal unity of interest
between the US and Britain. The Five
Eyes partnership, the Quadrilateral
Security Dialogue (Quad) platform
and the AUKUS agreement are rooted
in a binary view shaped by the US.
Unlike the US, Britain may be more
interested in promoting trade and
exploring investment opportunities in
Asia. Partly because of different perceptions of external threats, and partly
because of Britain’s endorsement of
multilateralism and free trade without
political constraints, Britain’s special
relationship with the US may not be
permanent.
There is no little irony in the fact
that both China and Britain are advocates of globalization, multilateralism,
and free trade without political constraints. The economic relationships
between these two countries are basically complementary. As important as
its special relationship with the US is,
the huge economic benefits offered by
China are likely to have big influence
on whether Britain should be optimistic or pessimistic about its economic
future and its future role in the postBrexit world.
Hopefully, an improvement in SinoBritish relations will also improve relations between Britain and the Hong
Kong Special Administrative Region. If
Britain looks at its interference in Hong
Kong’s affairs through the lens of its
increasingly close economic ties with
China, and if Britain still remembers
the advice of the late Sir Alan Donald
(the former British ambassador to
China from 1988 to 1991), it will be
more aware of the risks of interference. In 1993, Donald said, “When one
compares the strategic goals of China
and the strategic interests of Hong
Kong and its people, the continuing
search for common ground is more
likely to produce the right result than
concentrating on difference in political philosophy.” It is worth noting that
Donald was very critical of the democratic reforms introduced by Chris
Patten in Hong Kong in an attempt to
interfere in Hong Kong politics in the
post-handover era.
The views do not necessarily reflect
those of China Daily.

